
Trail Crew Leader Training
Boulder Mountainbike Alliance

Prepared by R u t t e R

OVERVIEW & PURPOSE

Build volunteer knowledge in the principles of trail design and construction for the
purpose of creating high-value crew leaders that broaden the impact of BMA trail
services.

EDUCATION STANDARDS

1. Use IMBA Trail Solutions to establish trail design and construction standards
2. Field review and discussion of existing trails by myself or other qualified trail

professional

OBJECTIVES

1. Students will be able to design, build, and construct new trail while explaining their
process.

2. Recognize existing trail issues and prescribe solutions.
3. Show competence in leading volunteer groups.
4. Understand needs and constraints of different land managers.
5. Recognize Best Management Practices for multi-use trails along the Front Range.

TRAINING VENUES

1. Rutter Homestead- Lyons

2. Heil Valley Ranch and/ or Hall Ranch for outdoor session

VERIFICATION

Steps to check for student understanding
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1. Quiz students in class on material covered to gauge understanding.
2. In-field test scenarios for each student to analyze and prescribe solutions.
3. Practicum sessions to hone specific trail skills with oversight from TPD.
4. Co-lead volunteer events to build experience.

CLASSROOM SESSION

1. Part 1 8:00am-10:00am
a. Trail Design Concepts

i. Rolling contour trail design
ii. What grades/features are appropriate for various trail difficulties? iii. Using

topography and natural features to anchor the trail
iii. Anticipate sight lines and speed
iv. Volume x velocity water theory

b. Construction Phase
i. Hand cut tread

1. Full bench vs partial bench—pros and cons
a. Full bench maintains a firmer surface, especially if the trail

is to be opened immediately after construction
b. Partial bench is quickest to build, but the critical edge can

fail if the trail is opened before significant moisture can
compact the soil and the tread is too narrow.

2. Trail width
a. Two feet (24”) is the standard width of singletrack. It’s

easier to build and maintain and provides a more intimate
riding experience.

3. Backslope/critical edge
a. Consistency is key. Move spoils away from the tread

corridor. Loose soils on the edge can cause sloughing and
riders can lose grip and make the trail much narrower by
displacing this loose soil.

4. Rocks and roots—what to leave or pluck
a. Keep the centerline of the trail more open while confining

the outer edges with rocks, roots, or other features. This
aids in keeping the tread narrow with less braiding. Think of
how people approach rocks and roots and what their
options could be and plan accordingly.

5. “Mobius strip” theory
a. Keep bikes perpendicular to tread as much as possible to

minimize shearing of dirt and creating loose material that
could clog drains or increase panic braking when grip is
lost.
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b. Rock Armoring
i. Identify areas that have weak soil or water intrusion

1. Be efficient, but not lazy—use rocks that are
big enough to withstand long term abuse,
but don’t take all day to move one giant
rock. Think about the forces at play with
bikes taking into account rider ability as well.

ii. Bike-Optimized Features
1. What’s appropriate for the trail?

a. Know the designated use
i. How will hikers or equestrians be impacted by more

bike-optimized features, even just rollers or berms?
b. Trail difficulty

i. Identify the overall difficulty of the trail and choose
features that are appropriate.

ii. Make sure there is good separation between the
main line and alt line to avoid confusion, especially
when speed is involved and decision time gets
shortened.

iii. Climbing Turns
1. Find the lowest grade on the corridor to minimize the size of the

berm and amount of fill needed for the exit side
2. Try to use an anchor to pivot around

a. Large tree or boulder, clump of trees, or a corridor of tree
or rocks

3. Create a high entrance line and straight exit with a grade reversal
a. Use pinch point rock to hold riders to a higher turn

entrance. This minimizes panic braking and keeps soil
intact

4. Soft roll into berm
a. Along with a high entry the trail should naturally flow into

the main berm and not be abrupt.
iv. Tree and Brush Trimming

1. Be mindful of height of rider on bike
2. Think about bike lean in corners
3. Sight lines through brush or trees if trail is twisty
4. Cutting tree limbs flush to the trunk at the branch collar—no stobs!

(10 Minute Break)

2. Classroom Session Part 2 10:15-Noon
a. Leading Volunteers

i. Managing time
1. Leader needs to be focused on the group as a whole and not get
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bogged down on a particular section.
2. Don’t start a project that can’t be finished in allotted time

ii. Recognizing abilities
1. Make sure to match work to skills of volunteer to make sure no

one gets over their head nor under utilized.
a. Poll participants to determine trail experience and/or what

they would like to do.
b. Monitor folks as they work and re-task if they look

overwhelmed or bored
iii. Tool talk

1. CUSS–Carry, Use, Safety, Storage
a. Per COTI/VOC standards

iv. Safety
1. Weather

a. Rain, wind, heat, and lightning are the biggest concerns
2. Flora and fauna challenges

a. Poison ivy and cactus
i. Cactus is the most common “ouchie” during trail

work
b. Black widow spiders and rattlesnakes

i. Be mindful of picking up rocks or walking off trail.
c. Mountain lions? Black Bears?

i. Doubtful, but not impossible.
3. Clothing and Footwear

a. Long pants, boots (preferably), gloves, eye protection
4. Water and Food

a. Make sure volunteers have adequate water and
food—especially if it’s an all day event.

b. Agency Requirements
i. BMA works directly with the city, county, and the USFS and each is a little

different in how they apply trail standards and Best Management
Practices (BMP).

1. The leaders from these agencies will always provide final say on
what can be done on any given property. The BMA trails program
director will make sure these requirements are understood by
volunteer crew leaders before starting work.

2. Pre-construction walk-throughs will take place with either the trails
program director or agency staff or all of the above to make certain
the work scope is understood by all parties before volunteer crew
leaders are allowed to begin unsupervised work.

3. Practicum Session 12:30-4:30pm
a. Ride and discuss the Picture Rock trail at Heil Valley Ranch

i. Alignment pros/cons
1. Who does it serve?
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a. Is the trail multi-use?
b. Who is the dominant user?

2. Is the grade suitable for bi-directional mtn biking?
a. What’s the average grade and is it rated correctly?

3. Is it sustainable?
a. What makes a trail sustainable or not?
b. Is it trending towards becoming more unsustainable?
c. When is a reroute or other mods appropriate?

4. Are there bike-optimized features?
a. Do they mesh with the existing use and difficulty of the

trail?

Ongoing Field Training

1. Lead Volunteer Events
a. Co-lead volunteer events with BMA Trails Program Director on scheduled events

throughout the work season.
i. This will give crew lead recruits the opportunity to practice leading a

volunteer event while being supervised.
ii. Quick debriefs afterward to discuss how the event went

2. Weeknight Training Sessions
a. These events will be geared towards the specific work volunteers will be tasked

and overseen by the Trails Program Director
i. Rock Armoring
ii. Bike-Optimized Features
iii. Trail Construction (when available)
iv. General Trail Maintenance
v. Climbing Turns

vi. Reroutes
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